A NEW ROLE ... for A GREAT STAR!

WHO IS Mr. WONG?

Behind drawn shades a Chinese detective sits at his desk and reconstructs a triple-murder from a speck of glass. Suddenly his parrot screeches ... and Mr. Wong finds the key to the solution of the most ingenious mystery ever conceived. You're at his shoulder ... as he weaves a net of guilt around the killer and draws it tight! You'll face death with him a dozen times ... as he meets a master-mind of murder in a duel of wits!

HUGH WILEY'S FAMOUS COLLIER'S MAGAZINE SLEUTH ... GIVES THE STAR OF 1000 FACES HIS GREATEST ROLE!

BORIS KARLOFF

"Mr. WONG, DETECTIVE"

with GRANT WITHERS • MAXINE JENNINGS • EVELYN BRENT
ONLY A SUPER-SLEUTH COULD SOLVE THIS AIR-TIGHT MURDER MYSTERY!

The most ingenious crime ever conceived... but the triple-killer hadn't counted on the crafty Mr. Wong as his adversary!

BORIS KARLOFF

in a MONOGRAM PICTURE

"MR. WONG, DETECTIVE"

Watch for these tell-tale clues that lead Mr. Wong to the startling solution:
The sliver of glass! The screech of the parrot!

with GRANT WITHERS • MAXINE JENNINGS • EVELYN BRENT

Directed by WILLIAM NIGH • Associate Producer WILLIAM LACKEY • Screenplay by Houston Branch